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Proposed law creates the Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System Repayment Fund, and dedicates certain state
sales tax collections to the fund. For FY22, proposed law dedicates 38% of any state general fund revenue increase adopted
by REC, relative to the projection adopted on May 18, 2021. For FY23, proposed law dedicates the first $400 million in
certain state sales and use tax collections on tangible personal property, remitted by taxpayers in certain parishes, to the
fund. Taxable sales of services are not dedicated. Proposed law specifies that the fund may be used for payments to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, or for debt service payments in the event the state issues bonds to fund such payments.
Proposed law directs a transfer of $1.650 million of FY21 general fund revenues to the Capital Outlay Savings Fund.
Proposed law removes the dedication of certain LA Stadium & Exposition District proceeds to the Louisiana Superdome Fund,
and allows additional funds to be used for operational costs. Effective June 30, 2021.

LDR anticipates incurring information technology staff time costs for development of a new tax return and web filing system modifications
to identify and redirect the appropriate remittances (from tangibles but not services) from the particular affected parishes away from the
general fund and into the new dedicated fund (the Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System Repayment Fund). Additionally,
expenditures associated with taxpayer mail-outs and education efforts regarding these filing changes are anticipated, resulting in a total
estimated expenditure of $440,000 for FY23. A minor expenditure to program redirection of revenues back to the state general fund for
FY24 is also anticipated. This is reflected in the table above as an additional FY23 expenditure of $26,000.

Proposed law dedicates 38% of any increase in state general fund collections for FY22, recognized by the REC in excess of
the amount recognized by the REC on May 18, 2021, into a dedicated fund (the Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction
System Repayment Fund, newly created by this bill). In the event that any such excess revenues materialize, the revenue
impact of proposed law for FY22 would be a reduction in general fund revenues, and a matching increase in dedicated
revenues, amounting to 38% of the excess.

Proposed law additionally dedicates up to $400 million annually for FY23 from sales and use tax remittances reported for
certain parishes. LDR reports that eligible taxable sales reported and remitted from within these parishes typically total in
excess of $400 million, implying that the maximum dedication will likely be attained. As these tax collections would
otherwise accrue to the state general fund, the revenue impact of proposed law in FY23 would be a $400 million reduction of
state general fund revenue, and a matching increase in dedicated revenues.

While discussed above as separate fiscal year amounts, the two allocations to the Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk
Reduction System Repayment Fund are to total $400 million combined. To the extent the FY22 38% allocation occurs, a
comparably lower amount of FY23 allocation will occur. For fiscal Note purposes, the combined dedication is split evenly
between the two affected fiscal years.

Although the table above reflects strictly a reduction of general fund revenues and a matching increase of dedicated
revenues, a small portion (less than 1% of the total) of the collections may be diverted from the LED Marketing Fund and
the Tourism Promotion District Fund into the the Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System Repayment Fund,
with a consequent smaller amount of general fund diversion.

Proposed law also removes the dedication of certain LA Stadium & Exposition District proceeds to the Louisiana Superdome
Fund, and allows additional funds to be used for operational costs. From the perspective of this fiscal note, this is a
movement between two dedicated uses.
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